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Abstract: We present a novel sensing approach for ambient ozone detection based on deep-ultraviolet
(DUV) cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) using a laser driven light source (LDLS).
The LDLS has broadband spectral output which, with filtering, provides illumination between
~230–280 nm. The lamp light is coupled to an optical cavity formed from a pair of high-reflectivity
(R~0.99) mirrors to yield an effective path length of ~58 m. The CEAS signal is detected with a UV
spectrometer at the cavity output and spectra are fitted to yield the ozone concentration. We find
a good sensor accuracy of <~2% error and sensor precision of ~0.3 ppb (for measurement times
of ~5 s). The small-volume (<~0.1 L) optical cavity is amenable to a fast response with a sensor
(10–90%) response time of ~0.5 s. Demonstrative sampling of outdoor air is also shown with favorable
agreement against a reference analyzer. The DUV-CEAS sensor compares favorably against other
ozone detection instruments and may be particularly useful for ground-level sampling including
that from mobile platforms. The sensor development work presented here can also inform of the
possibilities of DUV-CEAS with LDLSs for the detection of other ambient species including volatile
organic compounds.
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1. Introduction

Ozone (O3) is a critically important gas in the terrestrial atmosphere. Stratospheric
ozone protects the Earth by absorbing most of the incoming ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
Tropospheric ozone, unlike stratospheric ozone, is a harmful greenhouse gas and air
pollutant and is designated by the 1970 Clean Air Act, from the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA), as a criteria pollutant. Ozone is produced in the troposphere
through sunlight-driven oxidation of volatile organic compounds, methane, and carbon
monoxide [1]. High concentrations of surface-level ozone have adverse effects on human
health, crop yield and quality, and natural vegetation [2,3]. Due to these concerns, and the
status of ozone as a criteria pollutant, it is important to have reliable methods to measure
and quantify emissions for regional air quality monitoring.

The US EPA classified the Denver Metro/North Front Range (DM/NFR) region in Col-
orado as a nonattainment zone for ozone in 1978 with the most recent rating of ‘Moderate’
in 2022 [4]. While ozone has multiple sources, including automobiles, increasing evidence
links emissions from the oil and gas industry with ozone formation [5]. In particular,
emissions of nitrogen oxide (NOx) species and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from
oil and gas activity are considered to be ozone precursors [6–8]. Within Colorado, there
are currently in excess of 40,000 active oil and natural gas wells of which approximately
one-third reside within Weld County in northern Colorado (part of the DM/NFR region).
A recent study indicates that within Weld County, the oil and gas industry accounts for the
highest ozone precursor emissions with 41% of the controllable NOx emissions and 78% of
the controllable VOC emissions resulting from this sector [7].
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The combination of US EPA regulatory requirements along with the concerns for
human and vegetative health drives a strong need for reliable sensitive methods for ozone
sensing. Our interests include mobile sensing, as has been developed for the detection
of fugitive methane emissions, given that such approaches can provide a high rate of
spatial coverage making them well-suited to field use, source apportionment studies, and
the identification and quantification of mass balance emissions, e.g., in [9–13]. Sensors
for such approaches should have high sensitivity, generally with detection limits to the
order of ppb, which also allow a fast temporal response, generally with a response time of
<~1 s. Note that throughout this paper, we use ppb and ppt to refer to volumetric (molar)
fractions. Time response is of particular importance in mobile sampling since a slow
instrument response can distort (delay and broaden) geolocated concentration readings.
Two recent studies highlighted cases where instrument response time impacted the spatial
profiles [14–16] recorded in mobile air quality studies. A response time of <1 s is generally
considered reasonable for mobile sampling as this translates to relatively small distances,
e.g., to <25 m for a vehicle speed of 50 miles per hour. It is also important to distinguish
between the true instrument response time, i.e., the time required to respond to a step
change in concentration, and the instrument readout time spacing (which can be arbitrarily
configured). The availability of sensitive instruments with an even faster response time
(>~10 Hz) can also enable direct flux measurements via eddy covariance (EC) analysis (see
discussion in [17]).

To frame the interest in the sensor presented here, we first consider the landscape
of available ozone sensors in the context of sensitivity and temporal response. Similarly
to their use for detection of other trace atmospheric gases, semiconductor-based sensors
tend to suffer from a combination of poor sensitivity, susceptibility to interferences and
slow response time [18–20]. Commercially available semiconductor ozone sensors can have
detection limits at the ppb (part per billion) level though generally come with response times
limited to ~10–60 s. There has also been widespread development of optical instruments
for ozone detection generally based on the principle of absorption spectroscopy, via the
Beer–Lambert law, in the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. Some of these instruments use
lidar techniques to perform long-path-length measurements, often through atmospheric
columns. For example, the travelling standard lidar operated by NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center (NASA GSFC Stratospheric Ozone (STROZ) lidar), measures ozone based on
the difference in returns of 308 nm light (strongly absorbed by O3) versus those of 355 nm
light (much less absorbed by O3). The system uses high-power pulsed lasers (10 s of Watts)
with a 76 cm receiver telescope to measure vertical profiles of O3 in the atmosphere over km
length scales. Wing et al. discuss the use of the STROZ lidar and compare it with related
instruments, including satellite-based approaches, for vertical column profiling [21]. In
related work, Axellson et al. point to the use of different UV absorption wavelengths within
the Huggins band (300–360 nm) versus that within the stronger Hartley band (200–300 nm),
also considering absorption by other ambient species, again for relatively long path lengths
(1.5 km), in this case with a fixed instrument based on differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS) [22].

Our focus is on more compact optical instruments that make localized in situ (“point”)
measurements and which can be used for mobile sampling deployments over smaller
spatial scales. There are several instruments of this type, generally also based on absorption
and typically targeting the strongest absorption region in the Hartley band. In many
cases, the instruments use multi-pass cells or cavity-enhanced methods [23,24] to bolster
sensitivity with light sources including mercury lamps (254 nm line), xenon lamps, and
light emitting diodes (LEDs). For example, several commercial instruments based on UV
absorption provide detection limits of ~3 ppb with response times of ~30 s. A research-
grade instrument for O3 detection from a research aircraft, termed a fast photometer, using
a mercury lamp (254 nm) was demonstrated by Gao et al. [25]. This instrument has a fast
2 Hz sampling rate, an accuracy of 3–5%, and a precision of ~3 ppb. A relatively similar
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instrument, again using the 254 nm output from a mercury lamp, and oriented toward
sampling from stratospheric balloons has also been shown [26].

Another sensitive optical detection approach, shown by Washenfelder et al., detects O3
via the conversion of NO (which must be carried with the sensor) into NO2, subsequently
allowing the detection of NO2 at 404 nm with cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) [27].
The approach allows O3 detection via a differencing method with a (2 σ) detection limit
of ~0.13 ppb and is partly motivated by better CRDS mirror reflectivity and component
availability in the visible region of the spectrum. Related work has leveraged the relatively
recent availability of high-brightness DUV LEDs that can access the Hartley band [17,28,29].
Hannun et al. have developed the rapid ozone experiment (ROZE) which is a broadband
cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) UV instrument for the point detection of
O3 using an incoherent 265 nm LED light source allowing a precision of ~30 ppt in 1 s [17].
The performance specifications of the instrument are impressive though it is noted that ac-
cessing other molecules in nearby spectral regions, particularly at even shorter wavelengths
where many related VOC species are absorbed, may be limited by LED availability.

The present contribution examines ozone detection via broadband CEAS but, for the
first time, using a xenon laser-driven light source (LDLS) to provide the UV illumination.
The xenon LDLS consists of a diode or fiber laser which delivers a focused beam to the
center of a xenon bulb, thereby producing a small luminous plasma which emits over a
very broad spectral region spanning ~190 nm–2.5 mm. These sources are relatively new
and are being considered in a range of applications due to their several attractive features:
very broad wavelength coverage including the deep-ultraviolet range (DUV), high spectral
brightness also including high spatial coherence (fiber-coupled output is possible), and,
from a practical perspective, a long lifetime of >~100,000 h [30–32]. From the perspective of
the present instrument, the high spectral brightness in the ~230–280 nm region is critical,
but so too is the high spatial coherence, which allows fiber output and, ultimately, the
efficient coupling of the LDLS output light to an on-axis optical cavity. The use of the
small-volume optical cavity is important with regard to being able to achieve relatively
fast gas residence (flush) times with compact pumps, thereby enabling a fast temporal
response. There have been limited reports on the use of LDLS for spectroscopic gas sensing
with the work of Washenfelder et al. being a standout example of a CEAS instrument
for the detection of formaldehyde at ~315–350 nm [33]. Our work follows some of the
methodology developed in said study.

In this work, we demonstrate CEAS at DUV wavelengths with the LDLS for the
sensitive measurement of ozone. The CEAS instrument described in this work is suitable
for laboratory deployment as well as field deployment on a mobile cart and allows ppb
level detection with fast response times (<1 s). The principle of operation as well as the
setup of the CEAS instrument are presented in Section 2. The results of laboratory testing
for accuracy and precision, along with initial field testing, are provided in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions and avenues for future research are presented in Section 4.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

The setup for the CEAS ozone sensor is shown in Figure 1. The overall instrument
comprises a DUV LDLS, collimation optics, spectral filters, an optical cavity, and a spec-
trometer detector. The LDLS is a broadband laser-driven Xenon arc lamp (EQ-99X-FC
LDLS Energetiq, Wilmington, MA, USA) comprising a fiber-delivered continuous-wave
diode laser that drives a small and highly luminous Xe plasma [34]. The lamp is air-cooled
and only requires current during the plasma ignition phase, thereby allowing extended
operation. The Xe plasma generates optical emission (output light) across a broad spec-
tral region of ~190–2500 nm. The light is collected within the lamp and delivered by a
solarization-resistant UV-rated optical fiber of a 1 m length, 230 mm core diameter, and
numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22, for the experiment. The light power exiting the fiber has
some variation across our range of interest (~230–280 nm) but is approximately 30 mW/nm
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at these wavelengths, corresponding also to a spectral radiance of ~10 mW/mm2/sr/nm at
the fiber output. The combination of high power, but also high spatial coherence (ability to
fiber couple), gives a final radiance value that is significantly higher than that from many
competing sources including xenon or deuterium lamps, thereby supporting the suitability
of the LDLS. The light exiting the lamp output fiber is collimated with a focusing lens and
then spectrally filtered to a smaller band of ~230–280 nm with a 3-filter stack containing
a 225 nm long-pass filter (Newport, 10CGA-225, Irvine, CA, USA), 276 nm short-pass
filter (AVR Optics, FF01, Fairport, NY, USA), and 265 nm short-pass filter (Asahi Spectral,
XUS0265, Torrance, CA, USA). While in principle light at other wavelengths should not
affect the UV absorption, filtering helps to reduce stray light effects at the final detection
stage. The filtered light is then coupled to an on-axis optical cavity formed by two mirrors
(diameter of 2.54 cm, radius of curvature of 1 m, and peak reflectivity at ~248 nm) with a
peak reflectivity of ~0.99 in our region (see also Section 3.1). The mirrors are mounted on
both ends of a 52 cm long stainless-steel cell with a 3.5 cm inner diameter and with gas
ports for input and output (cell volume of ~0.50 L). To illustrate the possibility of a fast
response time we have also carried out some measurements with a smaller cavity diameter
of 1.05 cm and length of 40 cm (cell volume of ~0.034 L).
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for ozone sensor with laser-driven light source (LDLS) and broadband
cavity-enhanced cavity absorption spectroscopy.

Light exiting the cavity is coupled with a 5 cm focal length lens to a 600 mm core
2 m length UV/VIS fiber which relays the cavity output light to a grating spectrometer
(Maya 2000 Pro OceanInsight, Orlando, FL, USA). The spectrometer is optimized for DUV
operation with a back-thinned charge coupled device with wavelength range of 200–345 nm.
The spectrometer has a fixed 25 mm input slit with 1800 groove/mm grating resulting in a
spectral resolution of 0.17 nm. A custom LabVIEW program records the spectral output for
given integration times. The spectrometer is typically run at a 1 s integration (reporting)
time for the acquisition of spectra, with overall collection times for the sample and reference
legs of either 5 min sample/1 min reference or 10 min sample/1 min reference.

Air is drawn through the cavity by a pump on the back end of the cell with a flow
rate of 12.5 lpm (as measured by a rotameter). The pump is mounted in a custom heat sink
to maintain quiet and steady performance for long tests. This flow rate corresponds to a
Reynolds number of ~500 (and linear velocity of ~20 cm/s) within the flow cell and is not
expected to introduce turbulence. The measurement procedure is based on sequentially
switching between a sample gas (containing O3) and reference air gas (without O3) with
pairs of these readings being used in a ratio method (see below). The flow switching is
controlled by a custom LabVIEW program driving a 3-way solenoid switch. In some cases,
we use a cylinder of ultra-pure zero air for the ozone-free reference, while in other cases we
use a scrubber (carulite filter from 2B Tech, Broomfield, CO, USA) to remove ozone from
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the air stream. Data from the first 15 s after valve switching are discarded to accommodate
for switching and flush times.

We have performed some experiments to study sensor accuracy with a commercial
ozone calibration source (Model 306 Ozone Calibration Source 2BTechnologies). This unit
allows a selectable ozone concentration in the range of 30–1000 ppb. The ozone calibration
source is also capable of producing ozone-free air by shutting off the lamp used to produce
the ozone molecules. The ozone calibration source used has a manufacturer-stated precision
of (the higher of) 2 ppb or 2% of the ozone concentration setting. During measurements, we
allowed the ozone calibration source to stabilize each time the output was changed based
on the manufacturer-recommended time of 30 s.

2.2. Principle of Operation and Analysis Method

Ozone concentrations from air samples are measured in a ratio-based approach using
the recorded spectra where we denote the sample and reference zero-air (ozone-free) signals
as IO3(l) and IZA(l), respectively. We follow the derivation of Washenfelder et al. [33] to find
the ozone absorption coefficient (per unit length), kO3, which is defined as the product of
the ozone cross-section, sO3 (units of area), with the ozone number density, nO3 (units of
inverse volume):

kO3 ≡ σ(λ)O3
nO3 =

(
IZA(λ)

IO3(λ)

)(
1 − R(λ)

d
+ α(λ)ZA

)
(1)

where R(λ) is the wavelength-dependent mirror reflectivity, d is the physical cavity length,
and a(λ)ZA is the wavelength-dependent extinction of reference air (primarily due to
Rayleigh scattering; separately calculated). Determination of ozone number density (and
then concentration) from the measured spectrometer signals requires knowledge of profiles
of mirror reflectivity and the O3 absorption cross-section. For the latter, we use published
results from Molina et al. [35]. Figure 2 shows a plot of the O3 absorption cross-section
in the wavelength range of interest. Note that these data were obtained with a resolution
of 0.5 nm which matches reasonably well with the 0.17 nm wavelength resolution of our
system (and the mismatch is unimportant given the spectrally broad profile).
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Precise determination of the mirror reflectivity profile can be achieved by measuring
CEAS signal differences due to the introduction of a gas with well-known Rayleigh scatter-
ing and/or absorption, again referenced against zero air [33]. In the present system, we
generally employ a known O3 concentration (from the O3 generator) referenced against
ozone-free zero air (at the same overall density and pressure). The reflectivity profile can
be determined through the following relation:

R(λ) = 1 − d

 IZA

(
σ(λ)RaynZA

)
− IO3

(
σ(λ)RaynZA + σ(λ)O3

nO3

)
IO3(λ)− IZA(λ)

 (2)
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where σ(λ)Ray is the air Rayleigh scattering cross-section [36], and nZA is the number
density of air. Known concentrations of ozone in air, along with the ozone-free zero air,
were produced using the ozone calibration device discussed above (note that the calibration
approach assumes the same overall air density for both ozone and zero air, as is the case
here). Experimentally, we find that the reflectivity profile generally remains unchanged
over periods of several weeks or more.

The present analysis method accounts for O3 as the only chemical absorber given that the
region is quite free of significant interferences from other ambient species. Of the main ambient
species, the known interferants are water and oxygen. In the case of water, the strongest
line intensity in our spectral region (~230–280 nm) is only ~5 × 10−28 cm/molecule [37],
corresponding to absorption coefficients of several orders of magnitude below our detection
limit for even 100% relative humidity. Oxygen has weak absorption in our spectral region
due to the Herzberg band with a cross-section of ~2 × 10−24 cm2/molecule [38] at the peak
of the O3 spectrum (l~255 nm). This value is weaker than that of O3 by a factor of ~5 × 106

meaning that O2 absorption will remain small (relative to O3) for O3 concentrations as low
as ~40 ppb (see also Section 3.2).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mirror Reflectivity and Cavity Spectral Throughput

Figure 3a shows the wavelength-dependent mirror reflectivity calculated with Equa-
tion (2). We find a peak mirror reflectivity of 99.1% at 262 nm with reflectivity exceeding
98.8% over the range of ~243–273 nm. Mirror reflectivity in the DUV is inevitably poorer
than that in the visible and infrared regions. The obtained results are reasonable and
correspond to a maximum effective path length of ~58 m. However, past CRDS work in
our group, with these mirrors, yielded R~99.7% suggesting that we may have room for
improvement in this area [39]. Figure 3b shows an example of the light spectrum recorded
after the cavity obtained at a 1 s integration time with the cavity filled by zero air. The
spectral profile of intensity is due to the product of the output of the LDLS source (including
fiber), the optical filter stack, and the cavity transmission profile. The final light spectrum
has a low intensity across ~240–255 nm since this coincides with the peak reflectivity of the
cavity mirrors (centered at ~248 nm). The strong intensity falloff below ~230 nm, and above
~275 nm, is due to pre-cavity filtering and serves to reduce light contamination within
the spectrometer.
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3.2. Sensor Accuracy for Ozone Detection

The accuracy of the DUV-CEAS sensor was examined by comparing its readings
against those of a commercial federal equivalent method ozone monitor (Model 202 Ozone
Monitor 2BTechnologies, Broomfield, CO, USA) using fixed concentrations from the ozone
calibration source. The inlets of the DUV-CEAS instrument and reference monitor were
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connected to the outlet of the ozone calibration source for simultaneous measurements of
the same stream in the range of 0–1000 ppb. For the data in Figure 4, both instruments
recorded the ozone concentration for 5 min at each fixed value. The uncertainty value
(horizontal error bar) for reference concentrations is the higher of 2 ppb or 2% of the
setting, so 2 ppb for settings ≤100 ppb and 2% is for higher settings. Uncertainly in the
DUV-CEAS is plotted as 3% based on the standard deviation of the readings. Clearly, we
see a high accuracy better than ~2%, based on the good agreement of our DUV-CEAS
instrument versus that of the commercial reference analyzer (slope of 0.986 and R2 value
of 0.9997). Note that the instrument maintains high accuracy even at O3 levels of only
10 s of ppb where O2 absorption is non-negligible. This positive result is attributed to
the spectrally resolved fitting method over a relatively broad (~30 nm) range making the
instrument robust against spectrally structured interferences (i.e., O2) present over limited
spectral regions.
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3.3. Sensor Precision for Ozone Detection

The Allan variance method provides an accepted and consistent method to characterize
the stability and precision (limit of detection) of optical instruments [40,41]. Following
standard methods in the field, we determine the sensor precision based on the reading of
zero concentration, in this case by filling the cavity with pure nitrogen (99.999%). Ozone
concentration readings were taken at a rate of 1 Hz. Figure 5 shows the Allan deviation
(ppb) plotted against the measured duration. The Allan deviation has a minimum of
~0.3 ppb (for 4 s integration time) while also yielding ~0.4 ppb for a 1 s integration time.
The sub-ppb result indicates the utility of the sensor for practical field measurements related
to source identification and emission detection.
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3.4. Response Time for Ozone Detection

Sensor time response is a key specification for atmospheric air quality measurements,
in particular to faithfully capture geo-located signals from mobile sampling approaches
(Section 1). Assuming adequate optical sensitivity, the time response of optical sensors
is typically limited by the flow residence time (flush time) of the sample gas passing
through the sampling cell. Our sensor design is based on a re-entrant optical cavity (as
opposed to a multi-pass cavity where the beam should not overlap itself) meaning we
can have a relatively small cell volume which gives lower residence times for a given
pumping configuration (flowrate). For these measurements, we have employed a 40 cm
long stainless-steel cell with a 1.05 cm inner diameter resulting in a total volume of ~0.035 L.
The flowrate, with a compact pump, was 12.5 L per minute, yielding a (single-pass flush)
residence time of ~0.3 s. Figure 6 shows the instrument’s temporal response to a step
change in concentration under these conditions. The data yields a 10–90% settling time,
T10–90, of <~0.5 s (as shown in Figure 6) which compares favorably with the expectations
and field requirements.
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3.5. Demonstrative Field Deployment

Here, we present the results of an initial field deployment test with a co-located
reference analyzer (2B Technologies Model 306, Broomfield, CO, USA) to show the ability of
the DUV-CEAS sensor to sample air from real outdoor conditions. The pair of instruments
was deployed in the second-floor laboratory of the Powerhouse Energy Campus (PEC)
at Colorado State University (CSU) in Fort Collins, CO. Both instruments had similar
inlets which were 4 mm diameter tubes, of a 4 m length, each protruding ~0.75 m out of a
window roughly 6 m above the ground. The readings of both sensors were also compared
against two Colorado Department of Public Health (CDPHE) monitors located at proximate
locations in Fort Collins, CO (The Fort Collins West CDPHE sensor being ~5 km west of
the PEC, and the CSU CDPHE sensor being ~1.5 km south of the PEC). Figure 7 shows the
comparison between the sensors measuring ambient air in Fort Collins on 26 September
2022. The CSU sensor readings which were taken at a rate of 1 Hz were averaged to 10 s to
match the output of the reference monitor for comparisons. A linear fit of the scatter plot
yields a slope of 1.016 (R2 of 0.910), which is indicative of a good agreement between the
sensors. These test results, sampling real urban air with time-varying O3, and showing
agreement with the reference analyzer, support the basic spectroscopic approach and are
promising for practical field use. Issues connected to spectral detection in the presence of
other species are discussed in the conclusion. For outdoor mobile use, the instrument can be
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further ruggedized to deal with the effects of temperature variation and vibration, etc., as
has been shown for other cavity-enhanced optical instruments, e.g., that in [10,42].
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4. Conclusions

We have presented the design and testing of a cavity-enhanced absorption spectro-
scopic instrument, using the deep-ultraviolet output of a broadband laser-driven light
source, for the measurement of ozone. The in situ (point) sensor has attractive specifica-
tions for ozone detection including an accuracy better than 2%, precision better than 1 ppb,
and the possibility of fast detection at rates better than one measurement per second. The
combination of high sensitivity and fast response derive from several aspects including the
use of a bright DUV source to overlap with the strongest part of the absorption spectrum,
the use of cavity enhancement (effective path length > 50 m), and finally the small cavity
volume (which itself is enabled by the high spectral radiance of the LDLS). This combina-
tion of parameters exceeds what is available from many commercial analyzers, particularly
semiconductor-based sensors, but also many optical analyzers, and should allow a range
of ground-based field studies, including those conducted via mobile platforms, for source
detection, identification, and quantification. Of course, the instrument can also be deployed
at fixed locations including for applications such as industrial monitoring and process
control (e.g., in connection with water and food sterilization).

Relative to the landscape of other ozone instruments, it is acknowledged that
there are other instruments with even better parameters, which may be needed de-
pending on the application details. It is interesting to specifically compare instruments
based on DUV LEDs [28,29]. A notable difference is that LED-based instruments gen-
erally work over smaller spectral regions and use non-dispersive detectors, which
invokes several tradeoffs. The non-dispersive detectors are less expensive; however,
our spectrometer-based system may be better suited to warding off interference ef-
fects from other absorbing species (e.g., oxygen), since it analyzes a broader spectral
region. The use of DUV-CEAS can also be more readily extended to the detection
of other species, notably benzene, with absorption lines that are even further in the
DUV range (e.g., ~235–265 nm for benzene) where LEDs tend to be lower-performing
or less available [43]. In some measurement environments of interest, e.g., regions with
emissions from oil and gas and/or urban regions with a myriad of emission sources,
ambient air can have a complex composition including ozone and multiple VOCs [8,44].
Instrument performance in ambient air containing a matrix of VOC gases, with multiple
absorbers potentially present in the spectral measurement region, is an area needing
future research including the development of fitting approaches for the optimization of
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selectivity and detection limits. The CEAS sensor development presented, using a LDLS,
can help pave the way forward for related instruments for the detection of benzene and
the many other VOCs with DUV absorption.
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